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Plot Marker Project
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In 2015, plot markers designed to assist visitors to locate specific plots Zere installed in Hamilton Square
and the Historic Rose Garden sections of the cemeter\. The\ Zere paid for Zith funds earned at the annual Open Gardens event and have since proven their usefulness.
In Ma\ 2020, under the leadership of Board Member Lin McNamara, the OCCC participated successfull\
in the Big Da\ of Giving, earning $2,635 to purchase additional plot markers for other sections of the
cemeter\. This fall, Ze purchased additional markers to be installed b\ cit\ staff. Specificall\, markers
Zere installed in ten sections of the Center Run.
Locating a particular burial can be complicated as over 170 \ears, various numbering schemes Zere used
and records kept b\ man\ cemeter\ managers. Toda\, burials are identified b\ section and plot number.
These identifiers can be seen in printed records (Plot Books) held in the cemeter\ office or located online
viaZZZ.cit\cem.org or the burial inde[ on the OCCC Zebsite. Once the plot identifiers are knoZn, vieZing a map Zill send one in the right direction and the plot markers identif\ the e[act plot.
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Markers list the section and plot numbers and are placed
in the southeast corner of each plot. The flat metal
markers are pinned to a cement sleeve to hold them in
place and have stood up Zell over the past five \ears.
Cemented over plots had markers placed outside the
southeast corner of the plot, so visitors can easil\ find
them.
We plan to again participate in Sacramento¶s Big Da\ of
Giving in 2021 to raise funds to continue this project.
Thanks to Lin McNamara for taking the lead on this project. And thanks to Lori Bauder, and cit staff for the
installation. Over time, e hope to place markers for the
entire propert\ as a means to assist staff, volunteers and
visitors.
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